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My Past Writing 

My past writing came in different forms like a stack of post-its or like files on google 

doc. I tend to quickly jot down my thoughts on whatever I had available to me at that specific 

time. The reason being that my thought process comes randomly and flees quickly. Taking 

copious notes has been remarkably useful to me since I’m not great at remembering everything. I 

often have a handy notebook, or I use an app to capture and keep track of quotes, books, phrases, 

and words I like. I also take note of any interesting concepts and ideas. This became a habit after 

quite a few times when I missed out on some unique ideas manifested in my mind just because I 

can’t find a working gel pen or a clean sheet of paper. I would spend some time sulking and 

rebuking myself, but I eventually came out of the gloom when the next inspiration came floating 

by.It is not to say that I am a great writer, but I pay attention to my mistakes and would often 

check my grammar. However, I still fail to improve despite my wish to fix these minor details. 

Well, this is just based upon my own assumptions after I received critics and comments on my 

work. I knew in the back of my mind that these remarks would help sharpen my writing, and it 

was just honest suggestions, but my upbringing caused me to magnify my errors where points 

got taken off. I asked my professor for tips to fix the “horrible” grammar, but the response I 

received was quite unexpected. I was told that it comes with practice, and there are no shortcuts. 

It was then I realized the only option was to revise, revise, and revise even more.  

The feedback from others like my peers and professor had a tremendous impact on my 

writing. When I didn’t spend enough time reviewing a piece, I often overlook small typos or 

grammatical issues. I also didn’t craft my words quite as carefully as I could have, and I would 



tend to repeat myself a bit. Having someone read over my writing can highlight these issues and 

help me to clean up my work. Now, after I let people review my piece, I find my work had 

improved. I had taken in other people’s suggestions, and it really has helped me become a better 

writer. 

Bit by bit, as I wrote more over the years, I feel that I have gained the skill to articulate 

what I want to convey to the reader in many ways. I don’t just look at the grammatical error, but 

instead, I look for ways to make my sentences more effective and concise. From the start, where 

I had no idea what to write, I gradually changed to become someone that enjoys exploring ideas 

and expressing myself through words. I understand I have a lot more to learn as a writer, but I 

may as well enjoy it in the meanwhile. 


